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COMPILATION: Online teaching using Modeling Instruction 
 
Saturday, March 7, 2020 
From: Cindy Taylor 
 I teach at an independent school, and my administration has just asked the teachers to 
prepare for teaching online. We just went on break, so I have some time to think. 
 Has anybody thought about how to teach modeling online? What are the best practices 
for having kids collaborate? Besides PHeT, what are some good sites to simulate some of the 
labs? 
 I have access to Zoom and use Blackboard as our LMS. Fortunately I attended an 
extended workshop on how to teach online a couple of years ago so have some ideas. 
 What will be the best way to share ideas about online teaching? 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 
Sunday, March 8, 2020 
From: Melissa Girmscheid, a Modeling Workshop leader in Phoenix. Melissa is leading the 
Computational Physics Modeling Workshop online this semester, for the AMTA. 
 
 One of the things that I’ve learned from leading a Modeling Workshop online is to 
maximize your time by conducting discussions during that face-to-face time. On Zoom you can 
have breakout rooms for the group work, and have groups use an interactive whiteboard app like 
        http://awwapp.com 
so they can draw simultaneously and share easily. Use polls and the chat feature on Zoom to have 
students answer questions.  
 Labs will always be difficult without physical equipment, but if your students have access 
to PhET simulations or something like Pivot Interactives, then you can make substitutions. 
 ------------------------------------ 
 
Sunday, March 8, 2020 
From: Peter Bohacek, co-founder of Pivot Interactives and a high school physics teacher. 
 Yes, it is possible to teach modeling online. Mark Lattery (UW-Oshkosh) has 
taught a series of modeling courses for teachers: http://www.uwosh.edu/phys/ngmc . 
 One of the key components is Pivot Interactives:  http://www.pivotinteractives.com , 
a website with interactive videos that allow students to create and execute authentic experiments 
online. Students can vary parameters (like ramp angle and object mass for sliding on a ramp, 
wavelength and period for mechanical waves, magnetic field strength and conductor length for 
magnetic forces) and use drag-and-drop tools to make measurements from high resolution video. 
Pivot Interactives allows students to make their own measurements to discover, test, and apply 
models. Built-in data tables and graphing automatically save as students work. There are 
hundreds of video-based activities across all introductory physics topics, and also biology, 
chemistry, and earth science.   
 Many modeling instructors use Pivot Interactives. You can use LTI to connect Pivot 
Interactives to your LMS. Pivot Interactives is not free. 
 ----------------------------------------  
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Sunday, March 8, 2020 
From Dennis Richards, a twenty-year veteran modeler in California. 
 Cindy, video analysis is one way that can bring a more authentic lab experience to the 
online class. I use Pivot Interactives from Vernier Software for my class, which is not online. It 
runs in the browser and works on tablets. 
 However, there is a learning curve for students. The mechanics videos require students to 
measure displacement and time to derive all quantities such as velocity, acceleration and angular 
quantities. 
 You can can modify any lab questions or have open response questions. It is a 
subscription service at $5 per student. 
 ---------------------------------- 
Sunday, March 8, 2020 
From: Tim Burgess, a Modeling Workshop leader for 20 years. 
Cindy, 
       I officially retired 1.5 years ago when family needs arose.  I was caring for my ill father and 
an ill adult daughter and needed to the time. Things are much better now but I decided returning 
to full time classroom teaching was out of the question. 
      This fall I was contacted about online teaching and was intrigued.  I wondered how it would 
work and am doing it as much out of curiosity as for the extra income.  The great thing about this 
is I can still travel and just need to get to internet with sufficient bandwidth (I just did a week 
at my mother's home 500 miles away, in a hotel and classes went well.  In fact power went out 
and I was able to use my cell phone one time as instead of a computer and the students could not 
tell.  I was promised I could remain part time. 
       There are negatives to the online experience.  There is also a plus side, like I do not need to 
worry about attendance and tardies as they are automatically recorded and dealt with by  
administrators who contact the student at home (I play NO role in that at all!)  I have no 
uncompensated tasks.  I have NO morning duty. I have no lunch duty! I have no parking lot 
duty. This uncompensated time was +2 hours every school day for 37 years. I now have no 
uncompensated faculty meetings.  I have no "fire drills", no "active shooter practice", no 
unplanned "pep rallies" for state champions in every sport that makes it to the final 4, no required 
unpaid chaperoning of "dances" and no tracking of bathroom visits.  The classes are videoed, so 
students who miss can watch them at their convenience (they are in a bank able to be accessed by 
students).  The videos are fabulous because now if a student misunderstands and fails to hear 
something correctly they can watch the class again. Parents can see us discussing problems that 
are similar to what the student sees on "tests".  No more "We never talked about that in class at 
parent meeting" needed.  So yes, there are positives to doing this full time if one wants to.  I had 
no idea or I might have done it earlier. 
        I initially thought that there was probably no way to do "modeling",  but as I have become 
more familiar with my platform (we use "Class in" with "talking heads" for students) I am 
beginning to develop approaches and "work arounds" that help provide a richer discourse. 
       Whiteboarding:    In my case the students can deliver "pdf" of "jpg" files in the "class chat".  
I can then post the presentation produced by the student on the "black board" and point to and 
highlight areas for the student to explain (unmuted so all can hear).  The student can guide my 
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pointing and highlighting.  Other students can "raise hands" (clicking on a "hand" and you can 
see it) and ask questions (and I unmute them as needed). Assigned problems can be handled this 
way, and the result is quite rich discussion. 
       Exploratory Demonstrations: I have been editing short videos taken while I taught in class 
over the years. There are online clips as well. You can pause and then ask for predictions and the 
reasoning for those predictions to be typed out in the class chat.  You can of course let them raise 
hands and ask questions and make assertions.  I like to use the timer ... that presents the time 
remaining for everyone to submit a "chatted answer".  I give a "gold cup: for any submission that 
shows thought. 
       Practicum Demonstrations: Short videos at the end of the unit that get "gold cups" if the 
chatted prediction is correct.  Students are muted and are unable to see what others are 
submitting. 
        Presentations:  This can be used  but may be "missing" answers....that allows for student 
discussion.  Yes ... presentations can be used to elicit discussion. 
       Labs: PHET and similar simulations can be assigned, BUT I need a good computer (not my 
cell phone) to capture and work the simulation in front of them (with a screen capture and view).  
It is just about impossible on my phone and older desktop.  The newer laptop which is low cost 
($500) is barely sufficient.  I may get a new one with more processing speed to improve this.  I 
did not realize how that meeting minimum specs would be so limiting.  I would advise highest 
processing speed and maximum memory you can afford. 
      Teams: I have no workaround on this yet and the student to student discussion, without the 
presence of a teacher, is I think important to modeling exactly how science is actually done.  I 
would love to have the capability of assigning "groups" and "visiting" them and even viewing 
videos of them in action after class. (I think just having that possibility may enhance discussion.) 
… 
     My experience is very limited online, but with each class I am getting more fluent in all the 
options and commands in the platform I use.  There is not much training out there.  It is truly 
flying by the seat of your pants.  Kind of fun. 
 ------------------------------------- 
Wednesday, March 11, 2020 
From: Colleen Megowan, founding AMTA Executive Officer & online Modeling Workshop 
leader. 
 
I've used Zoom for several synchronous distance learning courses, and one thing that has  really 
helped me is to have a second monitor -- I can drag some portions of the display onto a second 
screen that only I can see (attendees pictures and the chat) and have the main screen that I share 
with the class uncluttered and fully visible to me. 
 
The other important issue is norm setting -- do this from the start. Some norms I set are: 
 
1.       When you're not talking keep your mic on mute (you don't realize how much of the 
background noise in your environment that your computer picks up.) 
 
2.       Everyone, turn your camera on! (We need to see each other -- there's so much information 
we need to get from students that is non-verbal.) 
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3.       Open your mic and speak up -- don't just type what you want to say in the chat. (It's hard to 
keep track of both the conversation in the classroom and what people write in the chat -- it's easy 
to lose track of what people say on the chat -- it scrolls past pretty quickly, and sometimes you 
don't notice someone's question until it is no longer relevant.  
 People are sometimes shy about speaking up online -- they need to be encouraged, so set 
a norm on day 1. 
 If people keep typing in the chat, call on them and ask them to open their mic and say 
what they just wrote in the chat.) 
 
4.       Appoint a "chat monitor" -- a student who watches what's happening in the chat and 
interrupts you if necessary to get you to look at what someone has written. 
 
5.       When you ask a question or prompt for discussion and people just won't speak up, let them 
"check their neighbor": put them into a breakout room with 2 or 3 other students for a minute and 
let them talk about the question with someone else. When they come back, some member of the 
group will be inclined to share. 
 
6.       Use breakout rooms a couple times per hour but when you send them off to their 
breakouts, tell them before you go how long they will have to do whatever the assignment is (and 
maybe have them designate one member of the group as timekeeper so they don't waste time). 


